
EMERSON GO Real Time Trackers:
real time control
EMERSON GO Real-Time Trackers monitors location and temperature anywhere in
the world and provides real-time alerts.

Oversight Dashboard. Data at your fingertips
Comprehensive and automated reporting is provided through the Oversight Dashboard
and the Oversight Mobile app. Data is encrypted, providing security as it moves to the
cloud. Information is at your fingertips while you are on the go with Oversight Mobile.
Check status and create shipments direct from a phone or tablet. View current maps,
graphs, and charts of key shipments including temperature, humidity, security, and
location details. Shipment summary reports include additional details such as device
serial number, trip name and duration, mean kinetic temperature, and time above or
below range.
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EMERSON Go Real-Time 4G/5G
Maintain control over quality every step of the way
Keeping track of shipments has never been easier with the
GO Real-Time 4G/5G Tracker. Using cellular technology,
trackers provide temperature and location alerts as your
shipment moves through the supply chain. And now, with
our 4G/5G cellular technology, connectivity and access to
your data is further enhanced. Rest assured that visibility to
temperature, humidity, and location data will be available
despite the ongoing transition in the cellular technology
industry.
Go Real-Time XL 4G/5G-N is available in N version with
non-lithium battery.



GEMERSON O Real-Time XL 4G/5G
Global visibility and protection for extended shipments
Extended battery life provides full coverage for your products on the
road, in the port and out on the water. When your ship leaves port, the
GO Real-Time XL keeps track of the temperature and GO Real-Time XL
4G/5G also of humidity. Every time the ship nears port, the unit
automatically connects and uploads data before the ship reaches the
docks. And now, with our tri-mode 4G/5G cellular technology,
connectivity and access to your data is further enhanced. Rest assured
that visibility to temperature and location data will be available despite
the ongoing transition in the cellular technology industry.
Go Real-Time XL 4G/5G-N is alsa available in N version with non-
lithium battery.
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EMERSON GO Real-Time Reusable 4G/5G
Recharge for visibility safety of extended shipments
GO Real-Time Reusable are temperature monitoring solutions that do
not require fixed installation or hardware maintenance, with continuous
coverage for your products over the road. The reusable solution is
designed for customers who would like to reuse the same tracker on
multiple shipments.
With our 4G/5G cellular technology and ability to recharge, access to
your data is further enhanced.

All GO Real-Time Trackers senses light when doors or boxes are opened and alerts you when your
products are at risk on the road.


